Shape oscillations of a nonspherical water droplet.
The dynamics of a nonspherical droplet falling in air is investigated via three-dimensional numerical simulations of the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations. The main focus of this work is to study the effects of the relative influence of surface tension force over the inertial force and the orientation of the droplet. The values of the dimensionless parameters considered in this study are similar to those of a typical falling raindrop. Our results obtained from the numerical simulations for low values of Galilei number agree well with the theoretical predictions in the microgravity condition and in the limit of creeping flow. However, in the inertia-dominated region and for high initial aspect ratio, the droplet undergoes predominant nonlinear oscillations and subsequently breaks up. To the best of our knowledge, none of the previous studies have investigated dynamics of a tilted drop and observed the behavior reported in the present study.